Differences in brain responses to aversive visceral stimuli may underlie previously reported sex differences in symptoms as well as perceptual and emotional responses to such stimuli in patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). The goal of the current study was to identify brain networks activated by expected and delivered aversive visceral stimuli in male and female patients with chronic abdominal pain, and to test for sex differences in the effective connectivity of the circuitry comprising these networks. Network analysis was applied to assess the brain response of 46 IBS patients (22 men and 24 women) recorded using [
Introduction
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is one of the most common functional pain disorders, characterized by chronic abdominal pain or discomfort (related to visceral hyperalgesia) associated with altered bowel habits (related to autonomic dysregulation). Affected patients show frequent comorbidity with anxiety, ) as well as symptom-related anxiety (e.g. fears and worry over expected abdominal pain and discomfort (Labus et al., 2007) ). Altered brain gut interactions during a visceral stimulus and its expectation have been suggested as an important pathophysiological mechanism for IBS, and functional brain imaging studies have identified brain regions and circuits which may be responsible for these alterations .
Like many other syndromes characterized by chronic physical or emotional pain and discomfort, IBS is significantly more common in women (Chang and Heitkemper, 2002) and sex-related differences in the perceptual and emotional responses of IBS patients to aversive visceral stimuli have been reported (Chang et al., 2006b; Heitkemper et al., 2003; Mayer et al., 2004; Tillisch et al., 2005) . Greater subjective responses in female IBS patients may be related to sex differences in brain responses to visceral stimuli (Berman et al., 2000 Naliboff et al., 2003) . For example, female patients showed greater activation of limbic and paralimbic regions, including the amygdala and the closely connected anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) while male patients demonstrated greater activation of the insula (INS). Although activation analyses have suggested possible regional differences in central processing between healthy controls and IBS, and between male and female IBS patients (reviewed in Mayer et al., 2006) , they are limited in their ability to describe more complete system-level models of the functional neurocircuitry that may be involved.
The current study applied network analyses to test the general hypothesis that at least 3 networks can be identified as operating during an expected and a delivered aversive visceral stimulus including: a) a network central to processing of visceral afferent information ("homeostatic-afferent" network i.e., thalamus, posterior (p) and anterior (a) INS and dorsal (d) ACC, orbital frontal cortex (OFC) (Craig, 2003b,c; Mayer et al., 2006) ), b) a network involved in arousal, and emotion-related pain amplification ("emotional-arousal" network i.e., amygdala, ACC subregions and locus coeruleus complex (LCC) (Pezawas et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2007; Valentino et al., 1999) ), and c) a network representing the mediating influence of cortical regions ("cortical-modulatory" network i.e., frontal, parietal) on a) and b) Naliboff et al., 2006) . Even though these networks overlap and share some of the same regions, we decided to reduce the complexity of the model and discuss the 3 networks separately.
Based on the proposed role of the amygdala in cognitive and affective modulation of pain (Carrasquillo and Gereau, 2007; Neugebauer et al., 2004) and consistent reports of sex-related differences in amygdala responses in healthy subjects (Cahill, 2006) and IBS patients (Naliboff et al., 2003) , we further hypothesized that most of the sex-related differences in brain response are in the effective connectivity of the "emotional-arousal" network, and less in the "cortical-modulatory" and "homoeostatic-afferent" networks. Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses regarding the activity within nodes, and the connectivity between nodes within the 3 networks: 1) Across conditions, male and female IBS patients show similar activity/connectivity in the "homeostatic-afferent" processing network. 2) Across conditions, the activity/connectivity of amygdala-related network(s) shows sex differences. 3) There are sex-related differences in the effective connectivity of the "emotionalarousal" network during both conditions. Specifically, we expected female patients to show greater activity/connectivity or engagement of the amygdala-related networks. Parts of these results have been published in abstract form .
Methods

Data from a previously published [
15 O] water positron emission tomography (PET) neuroimaging study (Naliboff et al., 2003) were analyzed. The sample included 46 men (n = 22) and women (n = 24) with a diagnosis of IBS (Rome I criteria) (Thompson et al., 1994) . All patients were free from centrally acting medication for at least 30 days preceding the PET scan. Patients had no history of substance abuse or psychiatric illness. On average, women were 41.5 (10.8) years old and reported a 6 month symptom severity of 13.4 (2.5) on a 20-cm Verbal Descriptor Visual Analogue Scale (VDVAS). Men were 39.8 (10.8) years old and reported similar levels of symptom severity (12.7 (2.6)). Women had more psychological symptoms than men (57.6 (9.8) vs. 49.2 (10.6), p b .01) as assessed by the General Severity Index of the SCL90-R questionnaire (Derogatis, 1983) . However, means for both men and women were below the clinically significant cut-off scores.
The experimental protocol has been described in detail previously (Naliboff et al., 2003) . Briefly, PET counts (Siemens/CTI 953 tomograph, Siemens-Computer Technology, Knoxville TN) from 31 contiguous axial planes were summed over 90 s after three intravenous administrations of 25 mCi [
15 O] water to construct volume images reflecting regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) during 1) an initial resting baseline period (BL), 2) an expected moderate (45 mmHg) rectal balloon distension (INF), and finally 3) an expected but undelivered distension (EXP). In the original study, these 3 conditions were repeated following a train of repeated sigmoid colon distensions. Data analyzed in the current study were only taken from the initial 3 conditions, prior to the sigmoid stimulus. During the INF scan, the rectal balloon was inflated to 45 mmHg pressure for 60 s. This pressure has been shown to be associated with a subjective rating of discomfort rather than pain (Posserud et al., 2007) . Men and women rated this stimulus at similar levels of intensity on a 20-cm VDVAS (mean (SD) 11.9 (3.2) and 12.3 (3.0), respectively). Intensity ratings for EXP were also similar between men (3.8 (4.1)) and women (3.2 (3.6)). All scans were preprocessed (SPM99, Wellcome Trust Centre for the Study of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) by realignment to the initial scan for each subject, registration into the standardized space of the average MRI brain image provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI space), spatial smoothing with an isotropic 12 mm FWHM Gaussian filter, and reslicing to 4 mm isotropic voxels.
Statistical analysis
Overview
Statistical analyses were performed in steps that will be detailed below. First, a multivariate task partial least squares (PLS) (McIntosh et al., 1996 McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004) identified spatially distributed patterns of regions activated during INF and EXP relative to BL in males and females. These results, in combination with relevant theoretical and neurobiological information from earlier studies, indicated that bilateral amygdala, and thalamus were involved in the brain's response during EXP, and detection of aversive visceral stimuli, respectively.
Consistent reports of sex-related differences in amygdala responses have been reported during anticipation of aversive emotional stimuli in healthy subjects (Buchel et al., 1998; Cahill, 2006; Mackiewicz et al., 2006; Sarinopoulos et al., 2006) and IBS patients (Berman et al., 2008; Naliboff et al., 2003) and amygdala activity is associated with the cognitive and affective modulation of pain (Carrasquillo and Gereau, 2007; Neugebauer et al., 2004) .
Several studies have demonstrated thalamic activation during rectal distension in healthy controls and IBS patients (Baciu et al., 1999; Kwan et al., 2005; Mertz et al., 2000; Naliboff et al., 2001; Ringel et al., 2003; Silverman et al., 1997; Verne et al., 2003; WilderSmith et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2003) . Indeed greater activations of the thalamus have been shown with visceral as compared to somatic stimuli in IBS (Verne et al., 2003) . Visceral afferent information ascends in the lamina I spino-thalamic tract to a specific thalamocortical relay nucleus (VMpo) in posterolateral thalamus, which in turn projects to a discrete portion of dorsal posterior insular cortex. This ascending afferent lamina I pathway in primates and humans also provides a direct thalamo-cortical pathway (by way of MDvc in medial thalamus) that activates the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.
A seed PLS was applied to test for group-and conditionspecific differences in the functional connectivity of the amygdala and thalamus with the rest of the brain (whole-brain activity). Finally, the effective connectivity of a hypothesized neural network comprised of "emotional-arousal," "homeostatic-afferent", and "cortical-modulatory" circuitry was specified and tested for sex differences using structural equation modeling.
Partial least squares analyses
PLS is a multivariate statistical technique that is analogous to principal components analysis (PCA), but the solutions are restricted to the part of the covariance structure that is attributable to conditions or groups in an experimental design (task PLS), behavioral measures (behavioral PLS), or the activity within a specific brain region (seed PLS). Behavioral and seed PLS are functional connectivity analyses that provide a test for hypotheses regarding the brain regions comprising neural networks. PLS analyses were implemented using freely available code (http://www.rotman-baycrest.on.ca) in Matlab7.01 (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Task PLS
First, a "nonrotated" task PLS extracted spatial patterns where brain activity changed during INF and EXP relative to the BL scan. The transpose of a matrix comprising four a priori nonorthogonal experimental design contrasts (main effects of condition: BL-INF, BL-EXP, and the interaction of multiplied times sex with each main effect) was mutliplied with a data matrix containing the normalized signal intensity measure at each voxel (i.e., rCBF adjusted for global CBF by dividing each voxel by the mean voxel activity of the wholebrain image) to produce a "cross-block covariance" matrix comprising four latent variables (LVs) or spatial patterns of brain activity related to the specified design contrasts. The data matrix comprised 138 (46 subjects × 3 conditions) rows and one column for each voxel. The design matrix comprised 138 rows × 4 columns for the design contrasts. Unlike its "rotated" counterpart, a "nonrotated" PLS does not employ singular value decomposition (SVD) as an exploratory tool to extract LVs corresponding to experimental patterns (e.g., design contrasts) accounting for the maximum amount of independent variance in the data. Instead, the columns of the "cross-block covariance" matrix are considered the brain LVs and the squared singular value for each LV is the sum of the squares of the "cross-block covariance" matrix column (McIntosh et al., 1996; McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004) .
The significance of each LV was assessed via nonparametric permutation testing using 500 permutations. This resampling technique, which reassigns the order of the conditions for each observation, determines whether the effect represented by the LV is significantly different from random noise and is thought to approximate a mixed model design in terms of optimal sensitivity and level of inference without increasing false positive rates (McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004; Strother et al., 2002) . The exact number of times the permuted singular values exceeded the observed singular value was computed and p b .05 was considered significant. The numerical weights of the voxels comprising the brain LV are called "saliences" and can be positive or negative, indicating the magnitude and direction in which each voxel covaries with the corresponding design contrast.
The reliability of the brain regions comprising a LV was determined via bootstrap estimation. Specifically, the standard error for each voxel salience was calculated from a distribution of saliences derived from resampling subjects 100 times with replacement and recalculating the "nonrotated" task PLS on each sample. The ratio of the observed salience to the bootstrap standard error, which is approximately equivalent to a z score, was then calculated to determine reliability. Voxels were considered reliable if the bootstrap ratio (BSR) N |±3.62| (p b .0001).
The regions comprising a LV are reported in terms of clusters of voxels. A cluster within the LV was defined as at least 20 reliable contiguous voxels and represented by its peak voxel, defined as the voxel with the highest BSR. Where a cluster comprised several brain regions, the local maximum within each brain region was identified and reported. Regions were characterized in terms of anatomical region and Brodmann area (BA). The main findings are summarized and the detailed reports are provided as supplemental material.
Seed PLS
Seed PLS was applied to identify distributed patterns of activity that were functionally connected (correlated) with a specified brain region ("seed") and compare these patterns between group and conditions. Seed PLS is identical to a "rotated" task PLS except that the columns of the design matrix comprise normalized rCBF activity from one or more voxels representing the activity of brain regions of interest during each condition. This matrix is then correlated with the data matrix to produce a "cross-block correlation" matrix. SVD is performed to extract commonalities and differences in this correlation matrix (McIntosh, 1999) and permutation testing provides an assessment of significance. For the seed PLS, voxels comprising the LVs were considered reliable if the BSR exceeded |±2.33| (p b .01). The experimental effects are depicted graphically by plotting the correlation of the seed voxel(s) activity with the latent variable score within group and condition. The salience associated with each region is interpreted in terms of positive and negative correlations with the seed. When group differences are observed using a seed PLS, the voxel salience of regions in the cluster report and projection plot represents group differences in correlations. Criteria for a voxel to be chosen as a seed included: 1) functional relevance supported by prior IBS research, 2) functional relevance to the hypothesized networks, and 3) significant and reliable functional connectivity empirically supported by the task PLS. Based upon these criteria, bilateral amygdala and right thalamus were selected as seed voxels.
Effective connectivity
Seed PLS identifies a pattern of brain regions functionally related to regions of interest. However, the correlation of two areas with a third does not reflect mutual correlation of the areas (Stephan, 2004) . Instead, path analysis using a structural equation modeling framework (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1991, 1994; was applied to simultaneously quantify the interactions among brain regions and to test for sex differences in the effective connectivity of a hypothesized network.
Effective connectivity analyses require a priori specification of a structural (anatomical) model for testing. The structural model represents the hypotheses about the causal relations between brain regions. Guided by the principle of parsimony, the nodes of the network to be characterized and tested were selected based upon: 1) a fundamental role in the networks hypothesized to be operating during response to an aversive pelvic visceral stimulus (i.e., "homeostatic-afferent", "emotional-arousal", "cortical-modulatory"), 2) a reliable loading on the sex-related network of regions revealed by the seed PLS, and 3) consistency with functional neuroimaging studies providing information on the neural circuitry of pain (Petrovic and Ingvar, 2002; Ploghaus et al., 2003 Ploghaus et al., , 2001 Porro, 2003; Porro et al., 2003; Price, 2000) and emotion (Pezawas et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2007) . The causal structure among the brain regions comprising the network was supported by neuroanatomical studies (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Augustine, 1996; Cavada et al., 2000; Craig, 2002b Craig, , 2003a Kringelbach, 2005; LeDoux, 2000; Ongur and Price, 2000; Price, 2003 Price, , 2005 Van Hoesen, 1995; Vogt, 2005; Vogt et al., 2005) . Although reciprocal top-down (descending) and bottom-up (ascending) connectivity between regions is well-known, there are mathematical restrictions on the number of reciprocal pathways that can be specified for a given model using structural equation modeling (SEM) (Berry, 1984) . Therefore, we modeled most paths between structures as unidirectional, emphasizing top-down connectivity between regions relevant for testing hypotheses regarding cortical modulation of the "homeostaticafferent" and "emotional-arousal" networks, and bottom-up connectivity to test the hypotheses regarding ascending visceral input.
Having established a structural model, path analysis via a SEM framework was performed using Amos 6.0 (Arbuckle, 2005) . Residual variances, representing external input into the system (e.g., unspecified regions, psychological characteristics, hormonal milieu), were fixed at 35% (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1994 ) of the observed regional variances within group and condition. SEM is a multivariate covariance-based analysis that determines the path coefficients or coupling between brain regions in a specified network model. Expressed in terms of neural pathways, a path coefficient is the direct proportional influence that one brain region has on another via a direct anatomical connection, controlling for all other regions in the model. Path or beta coefficients reflect how a one unit change in one area influences activity in the region to which it projects. Normalized rCBF activity from each scan was extracted from the most reliable voxel of each region selected as a node of the network and entered into a path analysis.
Sex differences in the effective connectivity of the network were tested using multi-group tests for invariance (Joreskog, 1971) . Specifically, sex differences in the circuitry of the network were localized using pair-wise comparisons between a completely unconstrained model and a partially constrained model using a chi-square difference test with 1 degree of freedom. Sequentially, each path of interest was restricted to be equal across sex and tested against a completely unconstrained model (e.g., all parameters estimated freely). Significance indicates that a pathway should be freely estimated in a model rather than constrained to be equal and denotes significant differences between males and females in the effective connectivity of the brain regions. These differences can involve both the sign and magnitude of the coefficient. Differences in sign reflect a reversal or qualitative change in regional interactions. Changes in magnitude reflect increase or decrease in the strength of the coupling between regions. Chi-square statistics for group differences and critical ratios for path coefficients were interpreted as significant at p b .05.
Results
Level 1 analysis: task PLS
Task PLS was employed to identify distributed patterns of regions that relate to the brain's response to aversive visceral stimulus and its expectation. Significant LVs were found for both main effect contrasts, but not the interaction effect contrasts involving sex.
BL versus INF
Common INF-related network. The first significant LV (LV1) from the task PLS represented a pattern of brain regions that maximally distinguished between the BL and INF scans for both females and males. This LV explained approximately 35% of the variance in the "cross-block covariance" matrix. Permutation testing indicated significance at p b .0001. Reliable increases in brain activity were evident during the response to an aversive visceral stimulus in a network of brain regions that included known "homeostatic-afferent" (thalamus, anterior INS (aINS), dACC, medial OFC (mOFC)), and PFC and parietal (BA 40) "cortical-modulatory" regions (see Supplemental Table 1 ). As expected, the thalamus and INS contributed significantly to the discrimination of BL and INF. The thalamus was selected as a seed voxel to test for sex differences in the functional connectivity of a "homeostatic-afferent" network.
BL versus EXP
Common EXP-related network. The second significant LV (LV2) from the task PLS characterized a functional pattern of regions that maximally differentiated BL from EXP for both females and males. LV2 accounted for 28% of the variance in the "cross-block covariance" matrix and permutation testing indicated significance at p b .0001. Greater activity was observed during EXP in limbic and paralimbic regions (bilateral amygdala, parahippocampal regions, infragenual cingulate (iACC) (BA 25) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (BA 30)), posterior dorsal INS (pdINS), dorsal prefrontal cortex (dPFC) (BA 10), right parietal (BA 40) regions and visual cortex (see Supplemental Table 2 ). Deactivations during EXP were observed in the right mPFC and the left OFC. As expected strong bilateral amygdala activation was evident and considered the most appropriate seed to test for sex differences in the functional connectivity of an "emotional-arousal" network.
Level 2 analyses: seed PLS
Seed PLS was used to identify networks operating in concert with the thalamus and amygdala regions identified in the task PLS and to determine the influence of condition and sex on these networks.
Common thalamo-centric network. Seed PLS with the right thalamus region (MNI −4,− 8, 4), identified by the task PLS as being reliably activated during INF as compared to BL, revealed a network of regions correlating with the right thalamus and operating similarly for men and women across all conditions (see Supplemental Fig. 1 ). The projection plot in Fig. 1 depicts this common thalamo-centric network of regions which explained 43% of the variance in the right thalamus-whole-brain activity "cross-correlation" matrix. Permutation testing indicated significance at p b .001. The network included "homeostatic-afferent" regions (bilateral thalamus, dACC/midcingulate cortex (MCC) (BA 24)), and bilateral INS (left aINS, right pdINS) as well as sensory (BA 1/40), motor (BA 6, 3), midbrain (ventral tegmental area), and prefrontal pain and affects modulating regions (PFC, OFC) (BA 44, 45, 47) (for details, see Supplemental Table 3 ). In general, "homeostatic-afferent" regions (left thalamus, aINS, MCC), midbrain, prefrontal and parietal cortical regions (BA 40, BA 44, 45, 47) and sensory (BA 1) regions demonstrated positive correlations with the right thalamus whereas motor, premotor areas (BA 4, 6) demonstrated negative correlations (for details, see Supplemental Table 3 ). To further test the hypothesis regarding sex differences in the "homeostatic-afferent" network, we performed an additional seed PLS using the aINS identified in the task PLS but again results did not reveal a significant sex-related network (not shown).
Amygdalo-centric networks
Common amygdalo-centric network. Based on the a priori hypothesis regarding the role of the amygdala and a related "emotional-arousal" network in central pain modulation, a seed PLS was performed with the amygdalae (MNI ± 20,− 5,− 17) identified as more activated during EXP as compared to BL in the task PLS. PLS seeded with the amygdala bilaterally revealed two significant amygdalo-centric networks. The first LV (LV1) revealed a network of regions correlated with the amygdalae that operated similarly for females and males across all conditions (with the possible exception of the left amygdala during baseline for females since the 95% confidence interval of the average correlation includes zero) (see Supplemental Fig. 2 ). The projection plot in Fig. 2 depicts the common amygdalo-centric network. This network accounted for 36% of the variance in the amygdalae-whole-brain activity "crosscorrelation" matrix (p b .001). This network of regions included known regions of the "homeostatic-afferent" network (left thalamus, pons, bilateral ventral pINS), limbic and paralimbic (hippocampus, MCC) and OFC and PFC regions (BA 9, 10, 46, 11/47) (for details, see Supplemental Table 4 ). In general, across conditions and sex, OFC, dlPFC, dPFC, mPFC, and MCC correlated negatively with the bilateral amygdala activity, consistent with known cortico-limbic inhibitory influences. In contrast, the bilateral mOFC, INS, and pons demonstrated positive correlations with the amygdalae.
Sex-specific amygdalo-centric network (LV2). The second LV (LV2) from the bilateral amygdala seed PLS revealed a network of regions that demonstrated a consistent relationship with the amygdale across conditions (again with the possible exception of the left amygdala for females during BL) but operated differently for females and males (see Supplemental Fig. 3 ). That is, this network of regions showed strong sex differences in functional connectivity with the amygdalae. The projection plot in Fig. 3 depicts this sex-related amygdalo-centric network that accounted for 16% of the variance in the bilateral amygdala-whole-brain activity "cross-correlation" matrix. Permutation testing indicated significance at p b .01. The regions comprising this network included "homeostatic-afferent" (bilateral thalamus, bilateral pINS), somatosensory (BA 40/7, BA 3/2/1, PCC), prefrontal (mPFC/mOFC (BA 10/11/47)), iACC and supragenual ACC (sACC) and pontine (PAG and LCC) regions. On average and across conditions, the mOFC, iACC, sACC, and PAG/LCC demonstrated more positive correlations with the amygdala for females but were characterized by either less positive or more negative correlations in males (see Supplemental Table 5 ). Similarly, "homeostatic-afferent" regions (thalamus, pINS) and somatosensory regions were more positively correlated with the amygdala for men, but showed either less positive or more negative correlations with the amygdala bilaterally for women. Table 1 shows a summary of the various networks identified by the task and seed PLS.
Effective connectivity
As described in the methods, brain regions comprising the network to be tested were selected from the sex-related amygdalocentric network (LV2). The connectivity between the nodes of the regions was specified to permit assessment of sex differences in the effective connectivity of networks hypothesized to be involved in response to aversive pelvic stimuli. As can be seen in Fig. 4 and Table 2, the network model to be tested comprised "emotionalarousal" (amygdala → iACC → sACC → amygdala → pons/LCC → amygdala, pons/LCC → sACC, pons/LCC → iACC), "homeostaticafferent" (thalamus → pINS, thalamus → sACC, thalamus → mOFC, pINS → mOFC) and "cortical-modulatory" (mOFC → iACC, mOFC → sACC, mOFC → amygdala, iACC → pINS, pINS → amygdala) circuitries.
"Emotional-arousal" network. As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2 , in general during all 3 conditions (BL, EXP, and INF), the female subjects showed stronger coupling between nodes of the "emotional-arousal" network. The majority of the significant sex differences in this circuitry were evident during EXP (Fig. 5 , right panel, Table 2 ). During EXP, males and females differentially engaged the amygdala-iACC-sACCpons/LCC circuitry resulting in significant sex differences. Furthermore, the amygdala→ iACC and amygdala → pons circuits showed consistent sex differences across all conditions with stronger positive coupling for females and negative or nonsignificant connectivity in males.
Homeostatic-afferent network. As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2 , there were only a small number of significantly activated circuits among the ascending input from the thalamus and pINS projections to sACC and mOFC in either female or male subjects, reflecting only minor group differences in effective connectivity. INS connectivity to mOFC was consistently negative during all 3 conditions in males and more positive in women, but a statistically significant group difference was only found during the EXP condition (Fig. 5, Table 2 ). The connectivity between the thalamus and mOFC was more negative in females compared to men but no significant group differences were observed.
Cortical-modulatory network. There were only a few significant group differences in cortical-subcortical-modulatory circuits (see Fig. 5 , Table 2 ). While males consistently showed greater positive connectivity between the pINS → amygdala, with the strongest connections during BL and EXP, females showed weaker connectivity or lack of engagement of this circuit. These group differences were statistically significant for the BL and EXP conditions. In addition, females showed a strong positive connectivity between mOFC → amygdala during the INF and EXP conditions whereas males demonstrated weak negative connectivity in this circuitry, resulting in a significant group difference.
Discussion
The primary goal of the current study was to identify brain networks activated by expected and delivered aversive pelvic visceral stimuli in male and female patients with chronic abdominal pain, and to test for sex differences in the hypothesized circuitry within these networks. Multivariate network analyses using partial least squares and structural equation modeling provided support for the involvement of regions comprising "homeostatic-afferent", "emotional-arousal" and "cortical-modulatory" networks. While the brain of male and female patients showed a great degree of similarity in its response to the experimental stimuli, significant sex-related differences in the functional and effective connectivity of brain regions were demonstrated. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of such sex-related differences in the effective connectivity of brain networks in an experimental pain paradigm. Fig. 4 . Network nodes and schematic neural circuitry underlying responses to expectation and experience of aversive visceral stimulus. The structural model for the proposed network to be tested was comprised of "emotional-arousal" (orange), "homeostatic-afferent" processing (blue) and "cortical-modulatory" circuitries (green). The table inset on the right gives MNI coordinates for network nodes shown in the left. Abbreviations: BA -Brodmann areas, Amyg -amygdala, iACC -infragenual cingulate cortex, INS -insula, LCC -locus coeruleus complex, mOFC -medial orbital frontal cortex, sACC -supragenual anterior cingulate cortex, Thal -thalamus, ROI -region of interest. Critical values for the chi-square difference test (Δχ 2 ) are 3.84, p b 05, 6.64, p b .01, and 10.8, p b .001. Bolded values indicate significant chi-squared difference statistics. Significant beta coefficients are denoted by *p b .05 and **p b .01. Abbreviations: Amyg -amygdala, BA -Brodmann areas, Fem -female, iACCinfragenual cingulate cortex, INS -insula, LCC -locus coeruleus complex, mOFC -medial orbital frontal cortex, sACC -supragenual anterior cingulate cortex, Thal -thalamus.
Brain networks activated similarly in males and females in response to the delivery or expectation of an aversive visceral stimulus Using task PLS, we confirmed previous findings of distinct activations of brain regions during INF and EXP (reviewed in Mayer et al., 2006) . Delivery of the aversive stimulus was associated with greater activity in regions closely connected to the thalamus, such as bilateral aINS and dACC as well as modulatory cortical regions including the mOFC and PFC. In contrast, the EXP of the stimulus without actual delivery, was characterized by greater activation of brain regions closely connected to the amygdala (parahippocampal regions, iACC, pINS and OFC) some of which are part of a well characterized "emotional-arousal network" (Pezawas et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2007) . The parietal cortex (BA40) showed greater activation during both EXP and INF conditions, consistent with the hypothesized role of this region in a distributed network, allocating attentional resources to novel sensory information (Mesulam, 1998) . Further supporting such a role of parietal cortex as part of an attentional network is our recent demonstration of decreased activation of this posterior attentional network during both the delivery and expectation of an aversive visceral stimulus as subjects become more familiar with the experimental paradigm .
Common (e.g., sex-unrelated) thalamo-centric and amygdalo-centric networks activated during both delivery and expectation of an aversive visceral stimulus Seed PLS demonstrated the activation of the respective brain regions within the context of thalamo-centric and amygdalo-centric networks operating similarly between men and women across the nonINF (BL, EXP) and INF conditions. The functional connectivity of the common thalamo-centric network generally agreed with known neuroanatomical models (Craig, 2002a (Craig, , 2003b . On the other hand, the functional connectivity within the amygdalo-centric network generally agreed with the postulated model of emotional regulation and arousal circuits (Pezawas et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2007) . Thus, while our findings confirm previous observations (using SPM and region of interest analyses) by our group and others on brain regions activated during aversive pelvic visceral distension (reviewed in Mayer et al., 2006) , they formally demonstrate for the first time that these regions are activated as part of distinct functional brain networks. . Estimated effective connectivity of the proposed network comprising the "homeostatic-afferent", "emotional-arousal", and "cortical-modulatory circuits". The operation of the proposed network (as estimated by the completely unconstrained model) during BL, INF and EXP (columns) is presented for females and males (rows). The beta coefficients (effective connectivity) are depicted by the thickness and color of the arrows. Solid arrows represent a parameter estimate that was considered significantly different from zero whereas dashed lines represent nonsignificant coefficients. Red arrows represent positive coupling whereas blue arrows represent negative coupling. The legend depicts the magnitude of the coefficients associated with each thickness. Abbreviations: Amyg -amygdala, iACC -infragenual cingulate cortex, INS -insula, LCC -locus coeruleus complex, mOFC -medial orbital frontal cortex, n.s -nonsignificant, sACCsupragenual anterior cingulate cortex, Thal -thalamus.
Sex-related activation of a network during delivery and expectation of an aversive visceral stimulus
In addition to the common networks identified in the seed PLS, where connectivity to the seed region was unrelated to the patient's sex, we identified a sex-related amygdalo-centric network operating during both the INF and nonINF (BL, EXP) conditions. The regions comprising this network supported the involvement of "homeostaticafferent", "emotional-arousal" and "cortical-modulatory" circuitries during expected and delivered aversive visceral stimuli.
Effective connectivity modeling supported the hypothesis that the most consistent sex-related differences occur within an "emotionalarousal" network. For example, women showed consistently stronger connectivity between the pons/LCC and the mOFC during all conditions, while males consistently showed much weaker engagement of this circuit. Even though the spatial resolution of the scanner limits our ability to precisely localize the source of the pontine activation to the LCC, ascending noradrenergic projections from the LCC to the (medial PFC/mOFC) would be a plausible neuroanatomical correlate of this connectivity (Valentino et al., 1999) . Similarly, while women showed consistently strong and positive connectivity between amygdala and pons/LCC and iACC, these connections were all weaker and sometimes negative in men. The strongest and most consistent sex difference in the connectivity between these regions was seen during the EXP condition (Fig. 5) .
The connectivity within the major nodes of the "homeostaticafferent" (thalamus, pINSand dACC) and "cortical-modulatory" networks showed only few sex-related differences. Men demonstrated consistently negative coupling of ascending connections from the pINS to mOFC during all three conditions, while women showed more variable connections (Fig. 5) . However, significant group differences in the input to the mOFC from the pINS were observed only during the EXP condition.
Possible correlation of findings with previously reported SPM analyses
Using SPM analysis of [ 15 O] water PET data, we have previously reported sex-related differences in the brain's response to an aversive visceral stimulus, despite overall similarity of activated regions (Berman et al., 2000 Naliboff et al., 2003) . When comparing male and female IBS patients, greater mid-pINS and aINS activation was found during INF in male patients in two different samples (Berman et al., 2000; Naliboff et al., 2003) and greater activation of mOFC, dACC and amygdala in female patients in one study (Naliboff et al., 2003) . The greater aINS activation in men was replicated in a third sample of healthy men and women using fMRI . In the current analysis, significant sex differences were observed in the connectivity of the pINS with the amygdala (during BL and EXP), and of the pINS with the mOFC (during EXP). These group differences were related to men showing a greater positive connectivity between the pINS and amygdala during the nonINF conditions, and a lack of coupling between the pINS and mOFC during EXP. When viewed together, one may speculate that in male IBS patients, the consistently greater activation of the INS during INF and sex-related differences in amygdala connectivity seen in the current analysis may underlie the greater sympathetic nervous system responses previously reported in male IBS patients (Tillisch et al., 2005) . Future studies with simultaneous recording of sympathetic nervous system activity are needed to confirm this hypothesis. On the other hand, the greater activation of the amygdala seen in the previous SPM analysis in women may be related to the greater positive connectivity that the amygdala receives from OFC and to the absence of the feedback inhibition from sACC to the amygdala during the EXP condition (Fig. 5) .
Possible correlation of findings with sex differences in behavioral responses
Using validated psychophysiological techniques, we have previously reported that women with IBS show greater subjective emotional and perceptual responses to colorectal distension than male patients or healthy men or women (Chang et al., 2006a) . One may speculate that the sex-related differences in the connectivity of the "emotional-arousal" network seen in the current study may be related to these greater emotional and perceptual responses previously reported. However, in the current study, ratings were only obtained 10 min after each stimulus (BL, EXP, INF), and these limited post hoc perceptual ratings did not reveal any sex differences (Naliboff et al., 2003) . Although the possibility of sex differences in ascending visceral afferents may exist (Verne and Price, 2002) , PLS seeded with known ascending visceral pain regions (thalamus, anterior INS) indicated common functional connectivity between men and women. Sex differences in thalamus connectivity were only revealed by taking the amygdala influence into account. Thus, our findings are most consistent with the hypothesis that sex-related differences are primarily a consequence of differences in the engagement of "emotionalarousal" networks and to a lesser degree, "cortical-modulatory" input to this network, and that ascending information from homeostatic afferents is not driving the observed sex differences.
Strengths and limitations of connectivity modeling of brain responses
Path analysis via an SEM framework was used to test for sex differences in hypothesized circuitry, rather than to derive the bestfitting network model. We consider this approach reasonable given the small sample size and the limited number of data points available in our data. Although determining the best-fitting model (i.e., causal structure of the network) is highly desirable, inferences regarding group differences in effective connectivity have been shown to be valid regardless of the model fit (Protzner and McIntosh, 2006) . Also of note, the current effective connectivity analysis did not allow for the precise estimation of network functioning during each condition due to biased parameter estimation in large networks with small samples. Greater precision of estimates can be obtained by sacrificing the completeness of a model (reducing the number of nodes and connections) or with greater sample sizes. In addition, the proposed model is incomplete since the external input into the current model (represented in the error terms, contextual factors such as psychological and hormonal milieu) remains to be incorporated. Also, many of the regions comprising the network have reciprocal connections with each other but could not be modeled due to mathematical constraints (Berry, 1984) . Arguably other key brain regions and circuitry may remain to be delineated as well. Constructing and validating the most parsimonious model of effective connectivity during experience of aversive visceral stimuli were beyond the scope of this paper.
Although the current approach enabled testing of important hypotheses regarding the sex differences in effective connectivity of neural networks in IBS patients, connectivity analyses with PET data have several limitations, including its limited temporal and spatial resolutions. For example, the spatial resolution of PET precludes localization of small brainstem nuclei and we can only speculate on the involvement of such regions as the LCC. Also, as in the current study, brain responses acquired with [ 15 O] water PET are usually averaged over a 60-120 second period to achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio (SNR). Such averaging results in the convolution of multiple neural processes, presumably occurring at different time scales (i.e., homeostatic-afferent processing, emotionalarousal, cortical modulation) in the overall picture of neural activation, and ignores the temporal engagement of this circuitry. For example temporal resolution of the postulated sequential processing of visceral afferent information within different INS subregions cannot be achieved reliably in the current data set. Network analyses with data obtained with fMRI, MEG and EEG would be prudent as this methodology can more realistically capture the temporal dynamics of the proposed circuitry.
Conclusions
In summary, the results of formal network analyses suggest the activation of distinct yet overlapping networks concerned with the processing of ascending visceral information, emotional-arousal (induced by expectation or actual experience of the stimulus) and modulatory cortical influences. While there was common activation of these networks in both sexes, network functioning during expectation was uniquely characterized by sex differences in the cortico-limbic circuits involved in emotional-arousal, pain facilitation and autonomic responses. These sex differences in specific brain circuits may have implications for a better understanding of IBS pathophysiology and for the reported sex differences in the effectiveness of certain pharmacologic treatments. Our findings also suggest, that despite multiple peripheral and spinal mechanisms proposed for sex differences in pain sensitivity, the peripheral signal from the gut in IBS patients appears to contribute little to overall sex differences at the level of the brain. Further work will be necessary to confirm the functional relevance of these networks via correlation with exogenous measures of attention, arousal, vigilance, emotional factors, and autonomic functioning. Despite these limitations, effective connectivity analyses permitted the first assessment of how brain regions interact with one another in the context of larger neural networks in patients with IBS.
